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“We blend time-honored techniques from the world of
theatre and performance with our developed
communication tools to ensure you connect with your
audience with confidence and credibility”

“I highly recommend ConfidentSpeak to business professionals who are motivated to improve their
communication skills in professional and personal life”
Eibhlin Payne, Director Blizzard Entertainment

“Your training programme has allowed me to deliver an effective message that my audience can relate to.
I have become a more effective communicator”
Sean Ryan, Sales Director, Kerry Group
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COACHING PROGRAMME

VOCAL PRESENCE
Imagine yourself instantly improving any presentation or speech, simply by controlling your voice and
body deliberately.
Deliberately using your voice as an effective communication tool is a skill. Like all skills it can be taught,
learned and practiced to become better.

ConfidentSpeak provides effective voice and speech training focused to assist business people in all
sectors and roles. We take the elements of our successful Confident Speak vocal training and created
a group program

Throughout the course of this programme you will learn proven voice training techniques such
as:

•

Understanding posture, breath and tension – understanding the vocal mechanism

•

Using volume, pitch range and strategically

•

Understanding and learning to build emotional connection with listeners

•

Pace and Timing – keep them on the edge of their seats!

•

“The Power of the Pause” Make sure they HEAR your message.

•

How to sound instantly more credible and confident through strong
A r t i c u l a t i o n.

In a small group setting, using tools such as video and audio recordings, our vocal experts, coach you
into using all these techniques to gain the results you want.
.
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COACHING PROGRAMME

“Previously I thought my biggest problem while presenting was my presence
however after today I realised how much voice dictates the success of a
presentation and ConfidentSpeak provided numerous tips and tricks on how to
improve my vocal presence”
Adrian Casey
AIB

“It was better than expected.
I found every aspect very practical and useful. It's a very good service and I hope
to do more training with ConfidentSpeak in the future”
Breda Keena
Founder of Depublish
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COACHING PROGRAMME

OUR SOLUTION FOR YOU
With a proven track record in the field of training we feel very equipped to deliver a strong and effective
programme for you. Our team are highly qualified specialists drawing on a full range of disciplines executive coaching, voice & speech coaching, organizational psychology and performance art resulting
in a practical confidence-building programme that helps you achieve real results.

"Group Vocal Presence Programme"
1 X Full Day of Training
1 Consultant/ 6 Attendees Max

“ConfidentSpeak have taken a hugely complex subject and condensed it into
a very useful encapsulation, that allows others to develop these skills in a real
manner ”
Principal Consultant – FRS Recruitment”
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COACHING PROGRAMME

GROUP VOCAL PRESENCE PROGRAMME

Vocal Presence

Tailored, effective voice and speech training in a group setting address
your challenges in speaking
Learn to understand what makes a confident, convincing engaging
voice
Discover what you need to change in your own style in order to
develop your voice
Use techniques honed in the performing arts to make your voice more
compelling engaging and convincing
Intensive small group workshop| Practical application | Constructive,
professional feedback | Recording and analysis
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COACHING PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME SYNOPSIS

Feedback Session
Areas examined:

Receive feedback on vocal style throughout the training

•

Vocal delivery - pitch, pace, resonance, inflection, breath
control

•

Posture in relation to vocal delivery

•

Vocal impact – the impact your vocal delivery has on the
listener

Module 1
Voice Lab
Mechanics of a natural speaking voice
Correct breathing & relaxation techniques to enhance vocal and
physical presence
Module 2
Vocal Presence

Address Habitual tensions which effect vocal presence
Own your space vocally & physically through work on posture
and breathing
Learn how to use the voice proactively to engage and connect
with people through a wealth of vocal techniques.
Understand the power of pause and pace

Module 3
Commitment

Articulate with greater clarity and commitment.
Address accent issues, mispronounced sounds etc.
Understand the importance of vowels and consonants
Learn to speak with emotional connection.
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COACHING PROGRAMME

HOW WE DESIGN YOUR PROGRAMME

STAGE

ACTIVITY

EXPLANATION

Stage 1

Identify the groups
challenges/requirements

We do not adhere to the “one size fits all”.
We need to clearly define the results each attendee
needs to achieve.
We analyse each online survey to acquire detailed
information
We find out your challenges in order to understand:
• How we can blend our programme with your
requirements
• Your vision for success

Stage 2

Design programme

We take the short/long term needs of the group and
redesign elements of the programme where necessary
to.

Stage 3

Deliver your programme

The programme is an intensive full day of training
delivered to a mx of six people
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I’ve learned that people will
forget what you said, people
will forget what you did,
but people will never forget
how you made them feel
— Maya Angelou

Confident
Speak
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+353 1 9696056
info@confidentspeak.com
confidentspeak.com

